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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an ongoing collaborative effort across digital library and scientific communities in the UK to improve access to research data. A prototype demonstrator service supporting the discovery and retrieval of detailed results of crystallography experiments has been deployed within an Open Archives digital library service model. Early challenges include the understanding of requirements in this specialized area of chemistry and reaching consensus on the design of a metadata model and schema. Future plans encompass the exploration of commonality and overlap with other schemas and across disciplines, working with publishers to develop mutually beneficial service models, and investigation of the pedagogical benefits. The potential improved access to experimental data to enrich scholarly communication from the perspective of both research and learning provides the driving force to continue exploring these issues.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [Digital Libraries] Collection, Dissemination, Standards, User issues
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern e-science produces increasingly large volumes of data as computational tools enable experiments to be performed more frequently and more efficiently. In crystallography in the 1960s, a doctoral student might have investigated three or so structures, now this number can be analyzed in a single morning, yet the publishing protocols for reporting this work are essentially unchanged. Across the scientific domain, only a small percentage of data generated in crystallographic work is published literature. It is estimated that 1.5 million structures have been determined in research laboratories worldwide and hence less than 20% of data generated in crystallographic work is reaching the public domain [5]. This shortfall is entirely due to current publication mechanisms. As high-throughput technologies, automation and e-science become embedded in chemical and crystallographic working routines, the publication bottleneck can only become more severe [34].

The Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) funded the eBank UK project [20], a joint effort between crystallographers, computer scientists and digital library researchers, approached this problem area by investigating the contribution existing digital library technologies could make. Experimental scientific data are produced electronically, so are immediately amenable to digital storage, aggregation and discovery – broadly speaking to ‘digital curation’. Within the digital library community institutional repositories are emerging as a focus for the curation of the variety of digital materials that form the intellectual output of educational and research institutions. The eBank UK project investigates how referenced by, the published literature [33]. In addition, publication in the mainstream literature still offers only indirect (and often expensive) access to this data. As a consequence the user community is deprived of valuable information and funding bodies get a poor return on investments.
such repositories might provide opportunities to curate scientific datasets more effectively.

A growing number of institutions are establishing institution-based repositories to manage institutional assets, e.g. e-prints of journal articles and other research publications [16, 42]. The Open Archives Initiative (OAI) [47] architecture provides a suitable basis for interoperability between such repositories and the 'service providers' that provide enhanced access to them. Using the OAI Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) [41], institutional repositories are able to expose data to third party service providers, typically aggregators who harvest metadata from multiple repositories, add value and provide user-facing services. The eBank UK project focuses on how institutional repositories might support the curation and dissemination of research data in a similar manner. Experimental data would be made accessible at an early date so that the data can be discovered and made available to both machine and human readers. The aim is to embed this 'deposit and disseminate' process into the workflow of the scientist in as automated way as possible, so as not to add to the burden of their work.

A large number of existing repositories already accept the deposit of certain categories of research data. These include national archives covering particular subject disciplines, e.g. the UK Arts and Humanities Data Service [5], the UK Data Archive [59] and, on a slightly different level, the Atlas Datastore [13] hosted by the Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils (CCLRC). In addition, there are many discipline-specific institutions that curate datasets on behalf of the international scientific community. These include well-known bioinformatics databases like GenBank [28] and the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database [22], run respectively by the US National Center for Biotechnology Information and the European Bioinformatics Institute. Others include the PDB Protein Data Bank maintained by the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics [52] and the services provided by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) [4, 12]. There has been limited work performed on the use of open archive protocols to publish research data. However, the Reciprocal Net project [57] is a scheme where members of a select distributed network share crystallography results data to form an open and extensible digital collection of molecular structures, either for use by the consortium or for public dissemination and educational use. Also noteworthy is the Crystallography Open Database (COD) [17] where members of the public are invited to upload their crystallography data for open use. The Reciprocal Net and COD projects clearly identify the need for a coherently designed and institutionally based mechanism that would allow any researcher to contribute to the global pool of crystallography data. The eBank UK solution does not seek to replicate discipline-specific initiatives, such as those of CCDC, but to complement them by providing both an institutionally based stage in the cycle of deposit and by allowing for aggregator services to create a variety of added value services.

There are benefits both for the researcher and the institution in depositing their research outputs in a local institution. From the researcher’s perspective, the local institution can offer support for the deposit process and can offer additional services such as the management of individual’s research output, up-to-date curricula vitae, a single deposit process for multiple reporting requirements. From the institution’s viewpoint, a structured repository fulfills legal and funding requirements to store research data, provides a showcase for research outputs, contributes to wider access to research outputs and potentially enhances citation impact [31].

Institutional repositories that expose their metadata for harvesting using the OAI-PMH provide baseline interoperability for metadata exchange and access to data, thus supporting the development of service providers that can add value. Although the provision of added value by service providers is not currently well developed, as e-print archives become deployed more widely within institutions, a number of experimental services are being explored. For example OCLC Research have developed tools that might enable the enhancement of metadata through automatic subject classification and checking the authoritative form of personal and organization names [18].

During the first phase of eBank UK (2003-4) the project investigated the use of digital library technologies for managing datasets, and explored services that might be offered based on the data i.e. linking datasets and journal articles [32, 44]. The project is working in the chemistry domain with the EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council) funded e-science test-bed Combechem [15] at the University of Southampton, a pilot project that seeks to integrate existing structure and property data sources into an information and knowledge environment. The project is working in particular with the crystallography sub-discipline, in the form of the EPSRC National Crystallography Service (NCS) [25], based in the School of Chemistry, University of Southampton. At the end of the first year the project has:

- Gathered requirements from crystallographers both as depositors of research data and as users of research data.
- Developed a demonstrator institutional repository at the University of Southampton [60] for the deposit of crystallography data and metadata that will fulfill requirements of chemists and the local institution, populated with sample metadata relating to research data-sets.
- Developed a demonstrator aggregator service [21] at UKOLN, University of Bath, to harvest metadata about crystallography datasets and scientific papers. Demonstrated how the aggregator might provide an added value service linking research data to papers.
- Developed appropriate schemas to meet the requirements of users of the local repository and aggregator service.
- Demonstrated search interfaces for the local repository and aggregator service.
- Demonstrated a search interface as an embedded service within the PSIgate portal [56] at the University of Manchester.

The aim has been where possible to use existing standards and protocols such as the OAI-PMH, Dublin Core (DC) [19], METS [45]; and to re-use existing open source software as appropriate. The demonstrator is intended to be an exemplar, which will inform discussion of the feasibility of more generic solutions. The rest of this paper will describe these aspects of the project in more detail.

2. REQUIREMENTS

For the development of a demonstrator system, the eBank UK project decided to focus on the sub-discipline of crystallography, as this has a well-defined data creation workflow and a tradition of sharing results data in an internationally accepted standard, the
Crystallographic Information File (CIF) adopted by the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr) [11, 30, 38]. In addition, secondary services like the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) provide facilities for the acquisition, storage, validation, retrieval, analysis and visualization of small-molecule crystal structures, again mostly available in CIF format [2, 4, 12]. Many crystallographic journals encourage (or require) the submission of structures in CIF format and the CSD acts as an official data depository on behalf of a number of these.

These limited amounts of results data however offer only a partial solution, as the final results dataset is in most cases a small fraction of the data generated during the whole course of the experimental workflow. Also, as we described earlier, publication protocols are time-consuming and existing data centers only deal with a relatively small proportion of the number of structures that have been decoded. The increasing use of high-throughput technologies mean that there is a need for new ways of making such data available [3, 34]. The crystal structure archive created by the eBank UK project was intended to provide access to all the different types of data generated during the experimental workflow. It is currently impossible for chemists to obtain datasets produced at earlier stages of the data creation process without the direct co-operation of the research teams that produce them. The NCS is a good case study because of its high sample throughput, state of the art instrumentation, expert personnel and profile in the academic chemistry community.

The main focus for the project was thus to explore the improvement of access to experimental data. This was to be achieved not only by advocating a ‘publication at source’ philosophy based on open access principles, but also by enhancing the discovery process. Specifically, the project was interested in developing service provider models, based on the OAI-PMH architecture adopted by the project. This would primarily be concerned with the development of alternative routes of access and discovery for research data, but the project was also interested in building potential links with more traditional digital library objects, e.g. publications.

Next, we will explore by means of scenarios, some of the requirements for an example aggregator service that links datasets and publications. It is worth emphasizing that the eBank UK project was not seeking to reinvent the subject-specific functionalities developed by IUCr journals or the CSD, but to investigate whether the OAI-PMH could be used to support the creation of institutional repositories designed for crystallographic datasets and the third-party aggregator services that could facilitate the retrieval of datasets published in this way. The scenarios detailed here do not relate to the detailed requirements for the deposit interface and the creation of the crystal structure repository. Instead, a description of the crystallography process, its datasets and the eCrystals archive are provided in Section 3.

The nature of the experimental data and process, combined with aggregator requirements, shape the metadata schema requirements which are discussed in Section 4.

2.1 User Scenarios

2.1.1 Linking from paper to dataset

A crystallography researcher is reading a paper by S. Besli, S. C. Coles, et al. that was published in Acta Crystallographica Section B in 2002 [8]. This is linked to a report on the structure "2,2-Diphenyl-4,6-cis-oxy(tetraethyleneoxy)-4,6-bis(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)cyclotriphosphazatriene". Because the paper was published in an IUCr journal, the researcher knows that she would be able to obtain the final CIF version of the structure from IUCr's Structure Reports Online database or from the CSD. However, because she has already read the supplementary information on the preparation of the compounds, the researcher is interested in acquiring earlier forms of the datasets for reanalysis. From talking with her colleagues, she knows that there is a service called eBank UK that would enable her to tell whether this particular structure was available and which versions of the dataset she could download. She, therefore, points her Web browser at the eBank UK service and uses the simple search interface to look for the first author's name, "Besli". The results page separately lists the paper that she has already consulted and two structure reports; one of them linked to the relevant paper as a "related dataset." Following the link to the dataset related to the paper takes her to the Crystal Structure Report Archive run by the University of Southampton, which gives further information on the structure, some administrative information, and a three dimensional image. Linked to this page are the CIF and a list of data files produced at earlier stages of the experimental workflow. While journals and the CSD currently only make the final results CIF dataset available, eBank UK is able to provide the researcher with access to ALL of the datasets generated during the course of the experimental workflow. The researcher chooses which of these datasets she needs to consult and downloads the relevant files for reanalysis. Because she has access rights to all publicly available data linked to the eBank UK system, and because (in this case) the research team that produced the original data have given permission for its free distribution through eBank UK, the researcher can readily download the relevant files for reanalysis. It is perhaps worth noting that in other cases there may be terms and conditions that determine exactly what the researcher is able to do with the data, and information on this would need to be available at the time of download. The issue of access rights is an area that needs more work. Rights metadata have been developed for e-print repositories [27], but it remains to be seen if these will be useful for repositories of data.

Potentially, the eBank UK aggregator could also provide links to those papers that have reused (or cited) previously deposited datasets. If our hypothetical researcher used the downloaded data to produce a new structure report and paper, these could be deposited in her own institution's repository. If both the paper and the structure report provide a citation to the URI used by the University of Southampton's Crystal Structure Report Archive, it might be possible for the eBank UK aggregator to match the links to provide a link from the new structure report and paper to the old structure. In this case, on searching again for the author "Besli", the metadata for the structure report discussed above would be provided with "related paper" link to the original article by Besli, et al., and the new paper and structure reports produced by the researcher and her team.

2.1.2 Searching for datasets

A PhD student is looking for some crystal structures produced by a research group based at another UK university. He knows the general type of compound that he is looking for, but does not know the exact formula or the IU PAC name. He elects to search first for these structures through the eBank UK aggregator and connects to the service. He searches for the name of the research
A computational process produces an output, commonly saved as one or more data files, where the output of one stage constitutes the input to the next stage. A number of stages are readily identifiable which, independent of procedure adopted, software used and specific data being examined, always results in files of the same content and format.

This results in the crystallography workflow, or pipeline, outlined in Figure 1, which depicts the individual processes and maps them onto the files generated (this is not intended to be a convention and merely describes the NCS workflow). For publication purposes the CIF file (readable using the ENCIFER software [23]) is currently perceived to be the final result of a crystallographic experiment, but in eBank UK value is added in order to enable linking and aggregation through OAI-PMH. For example, CHECKCIF [37] is a web-based structure validation program, which produces an output file formatted as HTML and represents the validation stage of the process. In addition a CML (Chemical Markup Language) [46] file is generated that enables the exchange of this chemical structure information to be automatic in addition to being platform and software independent. The INChI identifier [39] is also generated to be a unique text representation of the molecule and therefore assist in linking and aggregating processes.

To reiterate, for the pilot aggregator the eBank UK project was not trying to emulate the more sophisticated search functionality of the CSD or even the IUCr Structure Reports Online database. The latter permits searching on bibliographic-type metadata and the full-text of papers. CSD provides more advanced ways of searching for chemical information. CCDC’s free CIF depository request service enables retrieval by CCDC deposit codes or the bibliographic citation of a related publication. It would be possible for users to search first the CSD for specific chemical features and then use the information retrieved (e.g., CCDC codes or bibliographic information) to search the eBank UK service. The OAI publication model, when applied to research data, will promote the growth and potential added value of subject-based services and therefore enhance the service provided by CCDC.

### 3. DEMONSTRATORS

#### 3.1 The Crystallography Workflow

A crystallography experiment consists of a series of processes that ultimately result in the determination of a crystal structure, expressed in the form of the CIF file (referred to above). A number of well-defined stages, either measurement or analytical, are carried out in sequence. At each stage an instrument or group head in the "author" field, limiting his search by the compound class "Organic" and by date to retrieve only the most recent structures submitted to the system. The results provide two lists, one for crystal structure reports, the other for publications. Because the student has specified the type of compound class, the search only retrieves details of 15 structure reports. He browses the results, checking the formula and IUPAC name fields for information on the chemical makeup of the crystals. He is interested in just five of the structures, so for each of these, he links to the locally hosted structure report repository to view the more detailed metadata for each one and to see exactly what data is available for download. If he wishes to download any of these datasets for reanalysis, he may have to to fulfill the authentication requirements of the local system (data provider).

To reiterate, for the pilot aggregator the eBank UK project was not trying to emulate the more sophisticated search functionality of the CSD or even the IUCr Structure Reports Online database. The latter permits searching on bibliographic-type metadata and the full-text of papers. CSD provides more advanced ways of searching for chemical information. CCDC’s free CIF depository request service enables retrieval by CCDC deposit codes or the bibliographic citation of a related publication. It would be possible for users to search first the CSD for specific chemical features and then use the information retrieved (e.g., CCDC codes or bibliographic information) to search the eBank UK service. The OAI publication model, when applied to research data, will promote the growth and potential added value of subject-based services and therefore enhance the service provided by CCDC.

### Figure 1 A typical Crystal Structure Determination Workflow
This demonstrator [21] harvests metadata from the crystal repository and implements the searching functionality described in the scenarios, cross-searching metadata on research data and publications. The search was also embedded into an external web site at the PSIgate service.

4. METADATA, MODELS AND SCHEMAS

The OAI-PMH model of metadata dissemination provides for the distribution of metadata records in different formats. The metadata is intended to be used by service providers in the OAI-PMH model as a basis for building value-added services [47]. Models of service providers built on harvested metadata are still evolving, and a 2003 survey suggests that there is still limited experience with the development of service providers [10]. Within the general aim of opening up access to research data by improving dissemination routes for the metadata, the eBank UK aggregator demonstrator focused on one potential added value service. This service is located within the vision for the scholarly knowledge cycle [43], and seeks to provide an integrated search linking publications with related experimental data. The user scenarios outlined earlier typify the hypothetical use of such a service by a researcher in the field of crystallography.

The schema employed in the archive has the unique file extensions associated with the appropriate part of the process and therefore is able to ‘recognize’ a particular file when it is presented. This enables a simple deposition process whereby the depositor supplies core bibliographic information and some chemical metadata, which is marked up as a combination of regular and qualified Dublin Core, along with a ZIP file containing the digital output from the experiment. In addition to making the files available, ‘quality indicators’ are extracted from a number of these files. This key information is presented alongside the files for download, the author input metadata and a rendered version of the CML file, which is made interactive through the use of an applet. When a stylesheet is applied to this data an entry in the archive is displayed as shown in Figure 2. The crystal structure repository uses a specially enhanced version of the EPrints.org software developed at the University of Southampton [24].

3.3 The Aggregator

In other words, service provider searches would simply be indicative of the experimental data available; the gateway to the data itself would be located at the local crystallography repository. With one important exception, all the information that was required for exposure in the metadata related generally to the whole of the experimental process. Thus the (human) creators of all the data files relating to one experiment deposited within the repository were common across all data files. Furthermore, it was expected that these creators would correspond to the authors of the relevant publications in the cross search at the service provider end. The subject (or topic) of the experiment (and therefore of all the files) was the one crystal structure (molecule) that was being analyzed during a specific run of the crystallography process. It was anticipated by the users that although depositors would be allowed to add files incrementally, the experiment would only be exposed to the outside once the whole experiment was available, therefore there would only be one common date available. The description of the data files, in the main, could be generalized to model and describe them as one single collective resource.

4.1 Using Dublin Core

To design the metadata schema, it was decided to use DC without qualification as a basis and expand to an extended version as required. The reasons for this firstly that the unexpanded version
would be necessary to fulfill the OAI-PMH minimal requirements. Secondly, those elements from DC that could be retained, together with the qualified elements (mapped to the unqualified form), would provide a convenient basis for cross searching within service providers aggregating other DC metadata.

Two areas in particular that required the use of the extended form of DC can be highlighted. First, the subject of the experiment is the crystal structure of a molecule, which is described by various methods. These include official names, chemical formulae, and a more recently formulated identifier, the INChI [39], as well as codes that identify the crystal structure entry in the databases mentioned previously. These different names for the molecule can be considered to be taken from different vocabularies.

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) recommends the following for including terms from vocabularies in encoded XML, suggesting: “Encoding schemes should be implemented using the ‘xsi:type’ attribute of the XML element for property”.

Thus an empirical formula would be expressed in the metadata record as:

```
<dc:subject xsi:type="ebankterms:EmpiricalFormula">C27H48
</dc:subject>
```

In the longer term, it would be desirable if standardized methods were agreed within the chemistry community for defining the terms that designate a specific naming convention, using namespaces to support XML processing. The eBank terms should be considered to be no more than placeholders until official ones become available. Work in this area has already commenced within internationally recognized bodies in chemistry [62].

Secondly, the users had prescribed that as part of the indicative information provided to the service provider, it would be desirable to state the type of files available. Rather than individual file types, the chemistry users thought that stage information would enable a researcher using an aggregator system to form an opinion regarding datasets of interest and range of data available for a particular experiment. Files were designated as belonging to the initialization, collection, processing, solution, refinements or CIFDataset stage. Once again, a schema was used to define these terms as the EbankDatasetType vocabulary.

However, stage information could not be generalized across the data files as had been done hitherto, since the various stages related to different files. This introduced a further layer of complexity to the exposed metadata. The proposed Dublin Core abstract model [54] stipulates a one-to-one relationship between a description and a resource. The stage for the file is a property of the individual file, which is a resource that can in itself be described separately from the collection of data files belonging to the experiment. The proposed abstract model for DC introduces the notion of a description set for descriptions of related resources. The guidelines for expressing DC in XML (at the time of designing the eBank UK schema) however stipulated that the instantiation of a DC description within a record should relate to a description of only one resource. It is likely that the guidelines for encoding DC in XML will change [55]. However at the time it was necessary to produce multiple DC records, one for the general description relating to the collection of data files, and minimal ones describing the stages. The latter consisted of simply an identifier for the stage and the stage type chosen from the EbankDatasetType defined in the schemas. Figure 3 (adapted from [61]) shows the relationship between the metadata records and the resources within the context of the OAI-PMH model.

To exchange the set of DC records within the OAI-PMH, a wrapper schema is required since an XML record must have an outer element. The choices available to the project were to define its own wrapper to encode the Dublin Core XML records, or to consider the use of existing packaging standards intended to disseminate related sets of metadata.

The project chose to look at METS [45]. Although the choice was not made following a detailed analysis of all alternative packaging formats (which was beyond the scope of the initial phase of the project and the time available) it was not completely arbitrary. METS was freely available, it has inherent support for the inclusion of DC metadata, and it also carries currency in the digital-library community.

Whilst the application of complex object modeling and description in the application area is at very early stages, this is an area that deserves greater attention and study. Clearly, there may be scope for other data-file or stage-specific information (e.g. provenance metadata which describes the origin of the data) that would be attached to a specific stage, rather than to the whole experimental process. Descriptions of access restrictions (or other requirements, for example, visualization tools for viewing the data) may similarly need to be more granularly related at the stage or file level. Thus although the use of packaging has been simplistic, it is evident that the treatment of research data as a complex digital object would benefit from consideration of approaches being advocated in the digital library community.

It should be stated that any recommendation requires more than the superficial use of packaging standards that the project has made so far, and should involve an evaluation of the alternatives against wider requirements. Requirements in the application domain are as yet largely unknown or at best unspecified.

Another aspect of granularity relates to that of identification. As explained, the collection of data files was treated for the main part as one resource. There are as yet no standardized means of identification of data within the crystallography community, other than that provided by the large databases, which for example provide codes to access specific molecular entities. Rather than
pre-empt any decisions in this regard, identification and access to the experimental data was achieved using the HTML entry points provided in the local repository. Other scientific communities are at a more advanced stage of agreeing systems for identification and resolution. Once again, a better understanding of the use of crystallography data and its dissemination is required. Scenarios of use could be built surrounding the re-use of data sets in subsequent experiments. This would have implications for the description of the later experiments and the methods used to reference the data sets available in OAI repositories. However such scenarios are still to be discussed with the chemistry data producers and the wider chemistry community.

4.2 Data Modeling
Reconciling the model of the experimental data process with the OAI-PMH model of metadata dissemination, and that of Dublin Core was not always straightforward. This was due in part to communication difficulties, rather than inherent problems in the various models. The use of terms such as data, metadata and record within an interdisciplinary team must be made judiciously and after negotiation and explanation of the context within which they are used, otherwise misunderstandings can easily arise. For example, the duality of the role of data contained within the data files, which at times was part of the data, but at other times fulfilled the role of exchanged metadata, or simply additional information displayed to a user, made discussion and reconciliation of views difficult, particularly at the initial stages when a common ground of understanding between the different partners was still being established.

Furthermore, the so-called ‘jump-off page’ or ‘splash-page’, commonly presented in data provider repositories as browsable HTML pages, is not recognized as a prominent entity in the OAI-PMH model. In practice, the jump-off page is often used as an entry point to resources present in a repository. Often, browsing and access facilities are an integral part of both discovery and access to OAI-PMH repositories. In some instances, locating the resource requires passage through the jump-off page, since its location is given as a proxy identification for the resource itself within the metadata. In our particular application domain, the users considered the jump-off page as a pivotal point of access to the data, containing links to the individual data files. Moreover, discussion with the chemistry users revealed that they considered this page to be a form of ‘report’, a distillation of the experiment, with detailed information of importance to the specialized end-user. This page contained in essence some of the metadata that was required and essential from a machine-processing point of view. However, from a human end-user viewpoint the browsable HTML pages are clearly of professional importance, showcasing as they do the quality and extent of the work presented through the local repository. In deciding system requirements, it is useful to make a clean separation between the machine-processable components and those intended for human consumption. It is important to ensure that discussion maintains a clear distinction between metadata-resource relationship models and the human-oriented presentation as, for example, jump-off pages or reports.

4.3 Caveats
It should be emphasized that this is a work in progress and the above discussion is based on the experience gained and progress made up to the end of the first phase of the project as of September 2004. At this stage the schemas are by no means intended to be normative; they have provided a means to explore some service provider issues and illustrate some of the decisions that need to be taken by the community to provide specialized crystallography OAI services. These include decisions regarding the use of identifiers and the granularity at which they are applied, and the definition of terminology for describing molecules and experimental characteristics. It would be foolish to make any claims to having explored all the metadata requirements. This notwithstanding, the demonstrator and fledgling schema have been sufficient to fuel interest and motivate collaboration.

5. RELATED WORK
5.1 CMCS
The Collaboratory for the Multi-Scale Chemical Sciences (CMCS) [14] is a metadata-aware system that supports information exchange between chemistry sub-disciplines (although not in crystallography). Its functions are wider than simple metadata exchange, supporting: metadata querying, metadata generation, tools for data and metadata management, metadata mapping, email alerts and data visualization. CMCS has developed standards for data and metadata description.

Dublin Core was used as a foundation for description of the data: metadata definitions in CMCS use DC basic elements, and element refinements. Particular use was made of the following elements to capture the relationship of scientific data sets to other data and for recording traceability: Is Version Of, Has Version, Is Replaced By and Has References. CMCS offers a core schema with metadata elements to record chemistry-specific data (e.g. species name and formula) and to record relationships of data to projects was defined.

Despite the slightly different aims and application areas of the CMCS, common concerns can be identified. Mapping of metadata was used in order to use DC within the system whilst allowing researchers to use more familiar terminology or chemical science schemas within their data. The project recognized that “Enforcing metadata standards across multiple chemistry communities would not be pragmatic and would alienate scientists. Instead we are providing guidance to users capturing metadata to simplify mapping within CMCS” [50].

5.2 Complex objects and the OAI-PMH
There is growing interest in, and encouragement of, the use of complex object descriptions and their dissemination using the OAI-PMH. A number of metadata standards that accommodate the description of complex digital objects are available.

METS is an initiative of the library community, maintained by the Library of Congress Network Development and MARC Standards Office. METS recognizes that describing digital objects requires an increasingly complex series of metadata descriptions - administrative, structural and technical metadata, for example. A review of METS and examples of its applications featured in a recent issue of the journal Library Hi Tech [55].

Bekaert, et al. highlighted the relevance of MPEG-DIDL [40] to the digital library community [6]. MPEG-21 is an ISO-approved standard, and its framework provides a well-defined data model for complex digital objects, as well as an XML Schema for representing compliant digital objects. The standard has been used to represent and disseminate complex digital objects from the collection at the Los Alamos National Laboratory Research
Informatics Infrastructure Consortium (I3C) [36].

appropriate for a functional use which is envisaged” [51].

data following the indecs Principle of Functional Granularity: the allocation of a DOI is more likely to be a meaningful set of the long-term referencing of primary data. The above review providing interesting DOI applications with science data. One aspect of this work will be to consider the functional requirements in their assignment: “DOIs could logically be assigned to every single data point in a set; however in practice, the allocation of a DOI is more likely to be to a meaningful set of data following the indecs Principle of Functional Granularity: identifiers should be assigned at the level of granularity appropriate for a functional use which is envisaged” [51].

The Life Science Identifier (LSID) project has recently emerged in the biosciences and is maintained by the Interoperable Informatics Infrastructure Consortium (I3C) [36].

5.3 Scientific datasets and identification

As mentioned, there is as yet no standard agreed method for identifying and locating crystallography data outside of the mainstream databases. Other scientific communities are at a more advanced stage of establishing such mechanisms.

The use of DOIs in the scientific field has been recently presented by Paskin [51], and in particular two projects were highlighted as providing interesting DOI applications with science data. One project in Germany [9] has developed a pilot that applies DOIs to climate data and uses these identifiers for citation and re-use in the long-term referencing of primary data. The above review highlighted the outstanding issue of granularity in the assignment of identifiers, relating it to the need to consider the functional requirements in their assignment: “DOIs could logically be assigned to every single data point in a set; however in practice, the allocation of a DOI is more likely to be to a meaningful set of data following the indecs Principle of Functional Granularity: identifiers should be assigned at the level of granularity appropriate for a functional use which is envisaged” [51].

The Life Science Identifier (LSID) project has recently emerged in the biosciences and is maintained by the Interoperable Informatics Infrastructure Consortium (I3C) [36].

6. FUTURE WORK

During its first phase, UK focused exclusively on chemistry and in particular on crystallography. During its second year of funding, the project will seek to collaborate more closely with other scientific domains whilst continuing to work with the wider crystallography community to validate initial results.

The project will explore the feasibility of applying the eBank UK architecture, data models and schema data in other sub-disciplines of chemistry and the physical sciences. It will support consensus building within the digital library and scientific communities on the development of a generic data model and metadata schema for scientific data. One aspect of this work will be to consider the feasibility of developing repository software that can easily be configured for a variety of scientific data.

Discussion with publishers indicates that the eBank UK approach is a promising solution to the current publication bottleneck problem. The project will build on its initial collaboration with the two principal international crystallographic organizations (and also publishers), the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr) and the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC). The aim is to integrate the eBank UK approach into crystallography related publications so that in the future it will become an accepted form for publishing crystal structures.

In order to progress the added value service demonstrated by eBank UK, that is linking data and publications, much more work needs to be done to reach agreement on a common approach to citation of data within publications. The project will address this issue by exploring the use of persistent identifiers for e-research data including “generic” and intra-domain identifier systems e.g. the InChI. Related to this work will be investigation of the use of resolution tools, i.e. OpenURL, to facilitate linking from primary data to peer-reviewed published articles and to explore the potential for additional context sensitive linking.

The project will evaluate the pedagogical benefits of enhancing access to primary e-research data through the eBank UK service. This will be done by providing access to research data within e-learning materials in the context of a taught postgraduate course in chemistry. To facilitate this study, access to primary research data outputs will be embedded in learning materials in a number of ways e.g. through links in reading lists, through analytical problems, through embedded links in portals such as that demonstrated by the project in PSIgate.

Populating institutional repositories has proved to be a significant issue in the context of ePrints. EBank UK will explore further possibilities for automated creation of metadata for datasets. Within the Combechem project work has been progressing on both data and metadata acquisition in a smart lab context (c.f. the Smart Tea project [58]). In phase two, the project will investigate how to exploit data and metadata acquired or derived by such systems.

7. CONCLUSION

The potential benefits of institutional repositories to the wider community beyond the institution rely on external service providers exploiting the content of multiple repositories, both institutional and subject based. Effective services will be built by coherent aggregation of content from distributed networks of repositories. Within the scientific domain there are already a number of existing activities that might be integrated into such an open access architecture. It seems likely there will be no ‘single solutions’ rather a network of interoperable solutions.

Within the eBank UK project we have explored the implementation of a single repository and associated aggregator service whilst acknowledging by our collaborations that future services, even within a particular discipline, will rely on a well-structured workflow connecting a network of multiple repositories interfacing with service providers and possibly other components of the information environment.

Our development activities and discussions during the first phase of the project have highlighted the challenges and complexities of working in a cross-domain area, both in terms of understanding the nature of the chemistry data and its management, but also in terms of the “landscape views” of different communities. Involvement of subject specialists is vital to ensure the data model fits with specialist scientific data. In converse, in order to build interoperable solutions it is essential to raise awareness of digital
library technologies in specialist areas of informatics, a point that has been made already in relation to computer scientists’ contribution to eScience [29]. There is a need for professionals from different domains to work effectively together, seeking solutions for specialist areas whilst maintaining awareness of the benefits of wider interoperability.
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